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Abstract 
Stem rust, caused by Puccinia graminis f. sp. 

tritici, is a devastating disease on wheat and barley. 
A single barley gene, Rpg1, has provided durable 
resistance since its commercial introduction in the 
1940s. The cloned Rpg1 gene encodes a protein with 
two tandem protein kinase domains, one an active 
kinase (pK2) and one a pseudokinase (pK1). Function 
of both domains is required for resistance. The gene 
is constitutively expressed in all tissues with elevated 
levels in the epidermis. It is mostly cytoplasmic with 
small, but significant amount associated with the cell 
membrane. We have been studying this gene and 
protein to try to understand how it works and why it 
has been so durable. Here we report our most recent 
results showing that RPG1 is phosphorylated within 
5 min after urediniospores from avirulent, but not 
virulent, races land on the leaf surface. Two effector 
proteins were isolated from the ungerminated spores 
and shown to work cooperatively to induce RPG1 
phosphorylation and eventual degradation. The 
proteins were identified as a hypothetical protein 
(PGTG _10537.2) with a fibronectin type III and BRCA1 
C-terminal domains and vacuolar protein sorting-
associated protein 9 (PGTG_16791). The rapidity 
of the effector function and the nature of the two 
protein effectors indicate that a unique mechanism 
for effector entry and signaling in the host cell is 
involved. This hypothetical mechanism may be similar 
to what is observed in animal cells where fibronectin 
proteins with an RGD-binding domain act to mediate 
communications between the extracellular matrix and 
plasma membrane.   
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Introduction 
Rusts are biotrophic fungal pathogens that cause 

disease on almost all plants. Among them Puccinia is 
the largest genus and contains the most economically 
important species that attack crops such as wheat 
(Triticum aestivum L.), maize (Zea mays L.), barley 
(Hordeum vulgare L.), oat (Avena sativa L.), rye (Secale 
cereale L.) and many forage grasses. The stem rust 
pathogen Puccinia graminis attacks wheat and barley 
and is composed of several formae speciales; for example, 
Puccinia gramini f. sp. tritici (Pgt) attacks primarily wheat 
and barley whereas P. g. f. sp. secalis (Pgs) attacks primarily 
rye and barley. Development of resistant varieties is 
the most economical and environmentally friendly 
means of combating losses due to rust (Steffenson 1992; 
Kolmer 2001;). Stem rust resistance in wheat has been 
achieved by pyramiding multiple genes in cultivars 
whereas in barley a single durable gene, Rpg1, has been 
responsible for controlling stem rust in barley cultivars 
since its introduction in the 1940s. Thus, cloning and 
characterization of the Rpg1 gene function has been our 
main emphasis. Understanding how this single gene 
has been effective in controlling stem rust in barley 
should facilitate understanding and using other stem 
rust resistance genes against new and virulent races such 
as TTKSK (Ug99) in spite of their extreme variability and 
virulence.

Origin of the Rpg1 gene in barley can be traced 
to a bulk landrace imported by the USDA from Canton 
Lucerne in Switzerland in 1914. This land race gave rise to 
sister cvs. Chevron and Peatland. A third potential source, 
cv. Kindred, arose from a single rust-free barley “mutant” 
identified in 1935 by farmer Sam Lykken in a heavily 
rusted field of Wisconsin 37 barley. This presumably 
different stem rust resistance source, however, most likely 
came from a seed admixture as proposed by Steffenson 
(1992) and confirmed by molecular analyses that showed 
all three sources contain an identical allele (Brueggeman 
et al. 2002). We have not been able to trace the Rpg1 gene 
origin beyond Switzerland since all wild barley Hordeum 
vulgare ssp. spontaneum lines tested only had defective 
Rpg1 genes (Mirlohi et al. 2008).    
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Cloning and characterization of the 
Rpg1 gene and protein

The Rpg1 gene was cloned in our laboratory by a 
map-based approach from cv. Morex, which traces it 
from Kindred and Peatland in its pedigree. The correct 
identification was confirmed by allele sequencing and 
by stable transformation of cv. Golden Promise known to 
harbor a deletion of the Rpg1 gene region (Brueggeman 
et al. 2002; Horvath et al. 2003). The 4,466 bp genomic 
gene sequence encodes an in silico translated protein 
of 837 aa and 94.5 kDa (Brueggeman et al. 2002). The 
protein consists of an N terminal leader sequence, two 
tandem protein kinase-like domains designated pK1 
and pK2 and a C terminal region. The pK1 domain is a 
pseudokinase while the pK2 domain is an active kinase; 
both domains are required for stem rust resistance 
(Nirmala et al. 2006). The function of the pK2 domain 
appears to be phosphorylation while the function of 
the pK1 domain remains unclear. Fig. 1 summarizes the 
characterization of the RPG1 protein and functions.

The Rpg1 mRNA is expressed constitutively in 
all tissues tested and in similar amounts except the 
epidermis where the levels are elevated (Rostoks et al. 
2004). The significance of this observation was not clear 
until our most recent experiments (to be described later) 
suggesting that Pgt effectors are detected while still 
on the surface of the leaf. The RPG1 protein was also 
studied for its distribution within the cell and found to be 
mostly cytoplasmic except for a small fraction associated 
with membranes (Nirmala et al. 2006). Surprisingly, 
inoculation with avirulent, but not virulent Pst 
urediniospores led to a rapid (within 20-24 h) degradation 
of the RPG1 protein via the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway 
and this degradation was essential for stem rust resistance 
(Fig. 1) (Nirmala et al. 2007). 

Experiments to identify other genes or proteins 
required for Rpg1-mediated stem rust resistance have 
resulted in several putative candidates. Mutant analysis 
identified a gene designated Rpr1 which is required for 
Rpg1 stem rust resistance. Map-based cloning identified 
the Rpr1 gene to encode a protein kinase, but the role 
of this protein in stem rust resistance remains unclear 
(Zhang et al. 2006). Yeast two hybrid analyses identified 
several RPG1 interactors, among them HvPti1 and HvRin4 
(Nirmala unpublished). Further studies with these genes, 
however, failed to identify any strong function in stem 
rust resistance. In order to identify minor QTL that might 
contribute to Rpg1-mediated stem rust resistance, we 
conducted eQTL mapping of Pgt interaction phenotypes 
as quantitative traits (Druka et al. 2008). This resulted in 
the identification of six putative loci. The strongest QTL 
was at the Rpg1 locus itself, as expected. The second 
strongest QTL was at chromosome 2H, unfortunately in a 
region including several hundred genes, among them a 
transduction histidine kinase, which was also previously 
identified as highly downregulated in the Rpg1 
suppressor mutant rpr1 (Zhang et al. 2006). Additional 
QTL were identified on chromosomes 3H, two on 
5H(barley chromosome 7), one on 7H(1) and a weak one 
on 5H(7). Some of these QTL coincided with a heat shock 
protein 17 (Hsp17) gene. This is potentially significant 
since HSP17 was also identified as an RPG1 interactor in 
a yeast two-hybrid assay (Nirmala et al. unpublished). 

RPG1 phosphorylation and Pgt effectors
Upon examination of RPG1 in vivo phosphorylation 

status, we discovered that the protein is rapidly (within 5 
min.) phosphorylated upon inoculation of the seedling 
leaves with spores from avirulent, but not from virulent 
races (Nirmala et al. 2010). Transgenic mutants with an 
inactive pK2 domain, i.e. unable to autophosphorylate 
in vitro, fail to phosphorylate RPG1 in vivo and are 

Fig. 1.Summary.of.RPG1.characterization..Columns.from.
left.to.right.show.cartoon.RPG1.structure;.phenotypes.in.
response.to.race.MCCF.infection;.RPG1.protein.response.to.
infection.timed.in.hours.after.inoculation.(hai);.and.kinase.
autocatalytic.activity.measured.in.vitro..Row.1.-.from.top.
indicates.wild-type.RPG1.with.two.kinase.domains.domains.
and.the.adjoining.KK.aa;.cv..Morex.shows.resistant.reaction.
to.stem.rust,.the.RPG1.protein.is.degraded.20.-.28.hai,.and.
it.is.catalytically.active.in.vitro;.Row.2.–.shows.the.same.
protein.in.the.Golden.Promise.(GP).transgenic.line,.it.is.
highly.resistant.to.stem.rust,.the.protein.is.degraded.and.
it.has.an.active.kinase.just.like.in.the.wild-type.above;.
Row.3.–.the.pK1.mutant.KK152,153NQ.is.susceptible,.the.
protein.fails.to.degrade,.but.it.retains.autocatalytic.activity.
presumably.due.to.the.pK2.domain;.Row.4.–.the.pK2.
mutant.KK461/462NQ.is.highly.susceptible,.the.protein.is.
not.degraded.and.it.has.lost.the.kinase.activity..Row.5.–.
shows.the.cv..GP.susceptibility.to.stem.rust.for.comparison.
with.the.transgenic.lines..GP.does.not.have.the.Rpg1.gene.
and.it.does.not.produce.an.RPG1.protein..
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susceptible to stem rust (Fig. 2). This observation is very 
significant because the spores have not yet germinated 
on the leaf surface in 5 min. The typical route of 
infection is believed to be when the spores germinate, 
penetrate the cells through the stomata and establish a 
haustorium. Furthermore the haustorium is believed to 
be the site of avirulence protein synthesis and transport 
to the cytoplasm initiating the resistance response. 
The rapidity of the phosphorylation suggested that 
the effectors responsible for the phosphorylation must 
reside on the spore surface since it seems unlikely that 
there would be sufficient time for effectors inside the 
spores to be activated and transported to where they 
could interact with the barley cells. 

Fig. 2.RPG1.phosphorylation.in.vivo.is.dependent.on.
a.functional.protein.kinase.2.domain..Plants.were.
inoculated.with.Puccinia.graminis.f..sp..tritici.spores,.and.
sampled.5.min.later..Proteins.were.precipitated.with.RPG1-
specific.antibody.and.phosphorylated.bands.detected.in.
Western.blot.with.phosphoserine.(PS)-specific.antibody.
(left.panel;.lane.3)..The.right.panel.was.visualized.with.an.
RPG1.specific.antibody.to.demonstrate.protein.loading.in.
all.lanes..Lane.1.–.in.vitro.phosphorylated.RPG1.control;.
Lane.2.–.uninoculated.control..For.description.of.GP.and.
the.transgenes.see.Fig..1.legend..

Armed with this knowledge, we proceeded to try to 
isolate the effector molecules. The breakthrough came 
with the knowledge that RGD peptides were shown to 
block adhesion of Uromyces appendiculatus (bean rust 
pathogen) spores and prevent appresoria formation and 
successful infection (Correa et al. 1996). Experimental 
treatment of the Pst spores with RGD peptides prior 
to inoculation on susceptible barley cvs. did indeed 
block infection and disease development (Nirmala et 
al. submitted). RGD affinity chromatography was also 
previously used to isolate a protein with RGD-binding 
capacity (Schindler et al. 1989). Therefore we proceeded 
with RGD affinity chromotagraphy of avirulent Pst spore 
extracts. The crude RGD chromotagraphy product when 
applied to stem rust resistant barley leaves induced 
RPG1 phosphorylation and degradation and HR (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 A:The.crude.RGD.column.eluate.induced.RPG1.
phosphorylation.and.degradation..The.eluate.was.
applied.to.seedling.leaves.and.samples.taken.at.
indicated.intervals..The.samples.were.precipitated.with.
either.phosphoserine.(PS).or.phosphothreonine.(PT).
antibodies,.separated.on.gels.and.visualized.with.an.
RPG1-specific.antibody..hai,.hours.after.infection

Fig. 3B:The.crude.RGD.column.eluate.induced.
hypersensitive.responses.in.barley.lines.with.afunctional.
Rpg1.gene..ASM170.–.barley.line.with.a.recombination.
in.the.Rpg1.gene.resulting.in.apart.cv..Morex.and.part.
cv..Steptoe.sequence.and.lack.of.Rpg1.function..For.GP.
and.the.transgene.descriptions.see.Fig..1.legend

Fractionation of the crude product on gradient gel 
electrophoresis produced four distinct protein bands 
(Fig. 4). The protein bands were excised and subjected 
to MALDI-TOF MS/MS analysis and proteins identified 
by comparison with data from the Puccinia database 
(http://www.broadinstitute.org/annotation/genome/
puccinia_group/GeneFinding.html). 

The highest molecular weight band was identified 
as a hypothetical protein (PGTG _10537.2) with 
fibronectin type III and BRCA1 C-terminal domains. 
Fibronectin proteins are known to have an RGD-
binding motif; therefore this protein is referred to as 
RGD-binding protein. The BRCA1 C-terminal domain 
containing proteins are widespread throughout all 
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kingdoms and are involved with cell cycle regulation, 
DNA metabolism, phospho-peptide binding and 
protein-protein interactions. The next highest molecular 
weight protein was identified as a vacuolar protein 
sorting associated protein 9 (VPS9) with a CUE domain 
(PGTG_16791). The VPS9 domain catalyzes nucleotide 
exchange on Rab5 linking regulation of cell signaling 
cascades with intracellular receptor trafficking through 
the endocytic pathway (Carney et al. 2006). The Rab5 
protein was shown to have a number of functions 
dealing with regulation of the endocytic pathway 
including signaling to the nucleus (Zerial and McBride 
2001). The CUE (coupling of ubiquitin conjugation to 
ER degradation) domain of VPS9p binds directly to 
monoubiquitin (Prag et al. 2003). VPS9 proteins are not 
known to have an RGD-binding motif, therefore it was 
probably isolated due to interaction with the RGD-
binding protein. The other two bands are truncated 
fragments of the RGD-binding protein. 
  

The crude protein sample induced RPG1 
phosphorylation and degradation and HR. In order to 
determine which one of the proteins were responsible 
for these activities, they were cloned and produced 
in yeast in purified form. The RGD-binding protein 
induced RPG1 phosphorylation, but not degradation 
as would be expected with spore inoculation. The 
VPS9 protein by itself did not induce either one of the 
phenotypes. Both proteins were required together 
to induce RPG1 phosphorylation and degradation at 
about 20-24 h as is the case with spore inoculation 
and treatment with the crude protein preparation. The 
same was true for the HR, which only showed up when 
both proteins were applied together on barley cvs. with 
a functional Rpg1 gene. The HR effect mapped to the 
Rpg1 gene. 

Band Peptides identified Protein Domains

Band 1 MTGSFGGK (800.36); PGTG_10537 Fibronectin      type III; BRCA1

GAEEEAEPR (987.43)*; 

FSAALSDILK (1064.59); 

HVRTESDSEK (1187.56); 

ANSAPTITTISDSGR (1490.79); 

QHERANSAPTITTISDSGR (2041); ALQLYPVVQPSWLQACLHER 
(2388)

SNLHSSTPISPSNTAEANSSSPGPSGASSR 
(2884.3)

Band 2 SPVIENIK (899.5197 ); PGTG_16791 VPS9; CUE

AIDSLLEMS (978.48); 

SHLSSTDDR (1017.45); TLISNLQYIQRFR 
(1651.29); 

HLDLSLPSDEADGFMEFAK 
(2121.97); 

MREIPDGPWDPR (1468.7002);

SWLFTTVPQLAEKAVSKPLNAIAR 
(2640.4872);

Band 3 & GAEEEAEPR (987.43); truncated PGTG_10537

Band 4 SNLHSSTPISPSNTAEANSSSPGPSGASSR 
(2884.3);

* - Bold italic type indicates identical peptides 

Fig. 4 RGD.column.chromatography.followed.by.density.gradient.gel.electrophoresis.revealed.four.protein.bands..
The.bands.were.identified.by.MALDI-TOF.and.MS/MS.and.comparison.with.Puccinia.graminis.f..sp..tritici.sequence.
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Transcription analysis showed that the RGD-binding 
and VPS9 mRNA are present in ungerminated spores and 
constitutively expressed in germinating spores, infected 
leaves and haustoria of all three avirulent races tested 
(MCCF, HJHK, SCCLc7a). This suggests that haustoria 
are not the primary source of these effectors, but does 
not exclude the possibility that additional effectors 
synthesized there may reinforce their activity. Expression 
of the RGD-binding or VPS9 mRNA in the virulent race 
QCCJ was not detected. In the virulent Pgs isolate 92-
MN-90 the RGD-binding protein mRNA was expressed 
with only a few aa changes in the predicted protein, 
but the VPS9 mRNA had a G insertion that resulted 
in a frame shift mutation, an early stop codon and a 
predicted truncated protein.

The co-elution of the RGD-binding and VPS9 
proteins suggested that they interact in vivo. Yeast 
two-hybrid analysis confirmed this and also showed that 
each of the proteins interacts with wild-type RPG1, but 
not with non-functional mutated protein. These results 
help to explain the observations that both proteins are 
required to induce timely RPG1 phosphorylation and 
degradation and HR.

Models and speculation
Much remains to be learned about Rpg1 gene 

action and mechanisms, but some intriguing details 
are starting to emerge. It is well established that 
RPG1 phosphorylation is essential, but not sufficient 
for disease resistance. The same is true for RPG1 
degradation. 

The two effectors we have isolated have interesting 
properties, suggesting possible modes of action based 
on similar protein functions in animal system. The 
fibronectin domain in the RGD-binding protein probably 
signals across the extracellular matrix (cell wall in plants), 
the plasma membrane, and the cytoskeleton as in 
animals (Giancotti and Ruoslahti 1999). RPG1 molecules 
associated with the plasma membrane may be the 
initial recipients of this signaling. This is suggested by 
the existence of part of the RPG1 protein in membrane 
bound form and the elevated levels of RPG1 in the 
epidermis. However, RGD-binding proteins interact 
with RGD motifs and RPG1 does not have an RGD motif. 
RPG1 does interact with the RGD-binding protein in 
yeast, possibly through some other domains. In plants 
integrin-like proteins were identified and shown to 
function in cell wall plasma membrane adhesion, 
facilitated by RGD motif proteins (Lu et al. 2007). The Pst 

RGD-binding protein may have a virulence function of 
disrupting these RGD motif-facilitated functions. The 
Rpg1 resistance gene may have evolved to recognize this 
virulence function and confer resistance.

BRCA1 C-terminal (BRCT) domains are common 
and appear to be mostly involved with protein-protein 
interactions, but a small subset has DNA-binding activity 
(Kobayashi et al. 2010). The BRCT domain might play a 
role in protein-protein interactions, but how it affects 
disease resistance or virulence function is not clear at 
this time. 

The VPS9 protein catalyzes GDP-GTP nucleotide 
exchange in Rab5 protein. Rab5 proteins are involved 
in regulating endocytic pathways including signaling 
to the nucleus. The CUE domain is involved in binding 
to monoubiquitin and therefore in protein degradation. 
RPG1 is degraded upon infection with the stem rust 
fungus by the ubiquitin pathway. What role the RPG1 
degradation plays in stem rust resistance is not clear, but 
it is known to be important. Possible hypotheses include 
release of disease resistance complex proteins from 
negative regulation by RPG1 and limiting the extent of 
cell death.

To bring all of these elements together in one 
coherent model of the stem rust effector function is 
not possible at this time. We favor an idea that the 
RGD-binding protein together with VPS9 bind with the 
barley cell surface and interact with unknown protein(s) 
via the RGD motif. The complex is also recognized by 
RPG1, which autophosphorylates and initiates a disease 
resistance-signaling pathway. The RPG1 protein is 
known to be associated with the plasma membrane 
although the majority is cytoplasmic. The components 
of the disease resistance signaling pathway are not 
known at this time, but they do include another protein 
kinase that we have designated RPR1 (Zhang et al. 2006). 
Future research efforts will focus on identifying the host 
proteins with which the RGD-binding protein interact 
and the proteins involved in the disease resistance-
signaling pathway. 
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